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Editorial policy: The Observer is a public forum for student expression, in which 
student editors make policy and content decisions. The mission of the Observer is two-fold: 
to serve Central Washington University as a newspaper and to provide training for students 
who are seeking a career in journalism. The Observer seeks to provide complete, accurate, 
dependable information to the campus and community; to provide a public forum for the 
free debate of issues, ideas and problems facing the community at large, and to be the 
best source for information, education and entertainment news. As a training program, the 
Observer is the practical application of the theories and principles of journalism. It teaches 
students to analyze and communicate information that is vital to the decision making of the 
community at large. It provides a forum for students to learn the ethics, values, and skills 
needed to succeed in their chosen career. If you have questions call (509) 963-1073 or e-mail 
us at cwuobserver@gmail.com
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BY AARON KUNKLER
Staff Reporter
With around half  of  Washington un-
der a state of  moratorium or having out-
right banned the growth, processing or 
sale of  recreational marijuana, it’s not 
clear how much tax revenue the state will 
take in.
Colorado pulled in $3.5 million in tax-
es for retail and medical sales in its fi rst 
month of  the legal recreational market. 
Estimates say that the state will see $98 
million by the end of  the next fi scal year.
In February, the Washington State 
Economic and Revenue Forecast Council 
projected $51 million in marijuana rev-
enue for the 2015-2017 biennium, jump-
ing to  $138.5 million for the two years 
ending June 30 of  2019. 
But Democratic Rep. Ross Hunter, 
who’s part of  the council and the House’s 
top budget writer, said he expects the 
forecast to change. 
“We just don’t know,” he told the As-
sociated Press. “The expansion is slow, 
the stores aren’t open. Something’s going 
to happen, we don’t know exactly what 
it is. We’re using the best data we have.”
In Washington, I-502 includes a 25 
percent tax levied at transactions be-
tween each individual step of  the process, 
known as excise taxes. This tax can also 
be altered, depending on how the market 
shakes out. 
According to Mikael Carpenter of  the 
Washington Liquor Control Board, the 
LCB will collect the excise taxes, with the 
state Department of  Revenue collecting 
regular sales taxes, as well as business and 
occupancy taxes.
I-502 calls for marijuana revenue to 
be placed daily into a fund approved 
by the state treasurer, and dispersed ev-
ery three months by the Liquor Control 
Board. Services that will receive money 
each quarter include $125,000 to the De-
partment of  Social and Health Services 
to design and implement a “Washington 
state healthy youth survey,” which will be 
conducted every two years. The survey 
will seek to measure areas such as drug 
use, antisocial behavior and academic re-
cords in Washington youth. 
An amount not to exceed $1.25 mil-
lion will be granted each quarter to the 
Liquor Control Board to implement and 
administer I-502. 
Ten percent will go to the Department 
of  Health to create and implement mari-
juana and public health programs, in-
cluding a public health hotline. Multiple 
other areas are designated for funding as 
well.
Alison Holcomb of  the ACLU of  
Washington, who was involved with the 
writing of  I-502, said that the total pro-
jected tax burden for the consumer will 
most likely be between 27 to 40 percent. 
“The 25 percent was selected and 
spread out that way to achieve a tax bur-
den in between cigarettes and alcohol,” 
Holcomb said. 
Holcomb said that the tax burden was 
dispersed between every wholesale level – 
growing, processing and retail – to avoid 
tax ‘choke points’ where one level would 
be the sole bearer of  taxes. It also dis-
courages tax fraud or evasion by spread-
ing taxes out, she said. 
There is an exception to this, Hol-
comb said. Retailers are not allowed to 
grow or process marijuana, but a grower 
can also hold a production license, and 
vice versa. 
If  production and growth are owned 
by the same entity, and utilized in tan-
dem, the grower/producer only pays one 
25 percent tax. 
If  they are separated at all, or if  the 
grower ships the product to an outside 
entity for processing, they are both sub-
jected to a 25 percent tax. 
Laid out in I-502 is the provision 
that the Liquor Control Board and the 
Department of  Revenue must regularly 
consult with the state legislature to review 
taxation levels. 
According to Holcomb, these levels 
can be altered by the legislature depend-
ing on how the market develops. Hol-
comb says that she would like to see a 
more responsive system for adjusting tax 
levels.
“Moving forward, it would be ideal 
if  the tax levels could be set at a nimbler 
level,” Holcomb said. 
Holcomb also says that taxation will 
most likely not be a key factor in deter-
mining the fi nal retail price of  marijuana, 
that some of  it relies on other costs and 
prices that growers, producers and retail-
ers have and choose to charge. These can 
include, for example, rent, other business 
licenses, growing materials, land taxation 
costs and profi table markup. Addition-
ally, as with any market, supply and de-
mand will dramatically affect the overall 
cost of  the product. 
“I think the biggest impact on pric-
ing will be supply,” Holcomb said. “We’ll 
probably see pretty high prices in the be-
ginning.”
Holcomb cited a price plummet in 
2009 in the medical marijuana industry 
when the market was fl ooded with an in-
crease in supply. Once recreational mari-
juana growers and producers fi nd their 
footing and determine the proper levels 
of  product output, she said recreational 
prices will likely fall as well. 
Marijuana tax revenue, 
prices, likely to vary
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BY PATIENCE COLLIER
News Editor
BY SARAH RUIZ
Online Editor
A mural depicting Pacifi c Northwest 
culture on the wall behind Jerrol’s Book-
store was recently defaced with racist ico-
nography. The symbols can be connected 
to the Aryan Nation, a Neo-Nazi group. 
The creators of  the mural, Josè Her-
nandez, a criminal law and sociology ju-
nior at Central and the artist of  the de-
sign, and junior sociology and aviation 
major Victor Aguirre, painted the design 
May 2. 
Hernandez said he has been doing vi-
sual art since he was very young, and has 
been working with digital art since last No-
vember. 
Ink22 is Hernandez’s brand, one he is 
currently working to legitimize as an es-
tablished business. The brand found inter-
est on the social media site Instagram, and 
since, Hernandez has said interest in the 
brand has increased. Hernandez has also 
worked as the Observer graphic designer 
during the Spring 2014 quarter.
“We try to represent the Pacifi c North-
west, its people and the culture,” Aguirre 
said. 
Aguirre claims he and Hernandez 
share similar ideology and work together 
to cement ideas.
“Honestly [Hernandez] is really the 
brains of  it,” Aguirre said. “It was kind of  
an idea we had last year; we just started 
coming up with ideas.”
In addition to the Neo-Nazi symbols 
was the message “This is what’s wrong 
with society,” and a message criticizing the 
design for being an ad. The additions were 
signed “ELS.”
“It wasn’t supposed to be an ad,” Her-
nandez said. “It was just my art.”
Rolf  Williams, owner of  Jerrol’s, had 
contacted Hernandez earlier this year to
ask about selling his designs on apparel 
in the store. Prior to the offer Hernandez 
had sold his apparel on his website. 
The mural, which features a black-and-
white design of  a Native American with 
the city skyline behind used in place of  the 
face of  a coin, was partially covered by a 
symbol used by Neo-Nazi groups. Origi-
nally, the design only was the man and the 
Seattle skyline, with “Know Your Roots” 
HATE SPEECH  Despite the content of the message, both artists and building owners remain confident that the symbol will 
soon be covered up by more artistic messages. Williams called the artists on the wall “self-regulating” in their overall behavior.
DERRICK CLARIT/OBSERVER
Jerrol’s art wall gets caught in dispute
Art: the end of an era
BY KELSIE MILLER
Staff Reporter
The Bachelors of  Arts in visual arts 
teaching will be on reserve beginning 
fall 2014 due to a retiring professor, de-
creased teaching responsibilities and lack 
of  state support for visual art education.
Students currently in the program 
will be allowed to fi nish their degrees, 
but no new students can enroll in the 
program, said art department chair Greg 
Schlanger.
Shari Stoddard, professor of  art, is 
retiring at the end of  this year. When 
she was hired, Stoddard said that she 
taught two sections of  elementary edu-
cation students every quarter, including 
summer quarter, ART 340, a course that 
taught students how to include art in 
their curriculum, in addition to her art 
education courses.
The visual art education program on 
average has graduated seven to 10 art 
teachers from Central a year, said Sch-
langer. Typically only juniors and se-
niors are allowed into the program, said 
Stoddard, but to allow more students to 
complete the program, freshmen were 
allowed in this year.  
However, three years ago, Wash-
ington State changed their guidelines 
and standards for the arts that required 
schools to offer courses in theatre and 
dance.
“The education school had a whole 
course in music and a whole course in vi-
sual arts. When this thing came up [from 
the state] that they now had to offer 
music and dance, the education school 
said we don’t want to have a whole new 
course in theatre and dance, we want to 
combine the courses,” said Stoddard. 
“Which I did not agree with, but that’s 
what they did. They made one course of  
the arts.”
Currently, EDEL 320 - Integrated 
Arts in the Elementary School is the 
course that students getting their degree 
in elementary education take to fulfi ll 
their art requirement, according to Cen-
tral’s course catalog.
Stoddard was able to teach both fi ne 
arts and art education because of  her 
bachelors in fi ne arts. However, not ev-
eryone who teaches art education has 
that background, said Stoddard, so Sch-
langer was hesitant to hire another art 
education professor since they would 
need to also teach fi ne arts. 
Angélique Zimmerman, a senior in 
the visual art education major, has been 
in the program since spring of  2011. 
Zimmerman is upset that the program is 
being placed under reserve.
 “It’s a shame because I don’t think 
a lot of  universities offer this degree,” 
said Zimmerman. “I think art is really 
important for the schools, unfortunately 
it’s the fi rst thing that gets kicked out of  
the funding.” 
The only other two universities in 
Washington to offer a comparable cer-
tifi cation are Western Washington Uni-
versity and Heritage University.
BY MARISSA TOUSSAINT 
BY KRISTI YOUNG
Staff Reporters
Central’s Center for Diversity and 
Social Justice (CDSJ) took part in Pride 
Week by changing two restrooms in the 
SURC, as well as the restrooms in the li-
brary on the fi rst fl oor, to gender-neutral 
restrooms. 
The change took place to help spread 
awareness to students and faculty who 
are unaware of  the obstacles gender 
non-conforming and transgender stu-
dents face every day. 
Katrina Whitney, CDSJ offi cer, said 
using the restroom is something most 
people do every day without thinking 
about it.
“Often times when we’re privileged, 
we don’t really recognize the challenges 
or the issues that may be for some folks 
really, really impactful,” Whitney said. 
“From both a standpoint of  being ha-
rassed or verbally assaulted and, some 
cases, physically assaulted.”
According to Whitney, the campus 
has been very supportive. University 
Housing and New Student Programs are 
looking at changing the signage within 
their own facilities inside the residence 
halls and have been an active participant 
this week.
Jourdyn Payne, student programmer 
and a junior at Central, is credited with 
coming up with the  idea for the gender 
neutral restrooms on campus. Payne said 
she was able to get the program jump-
started with the support of  faculty, such 
as Richard DeShields, the Dean of  Stu-
dent Success. 
To get the restrooms changed to gen-
der neutral during Pride Week the CDSJ 
had to get approval through the Union 
Board, Bob Ford, Director of  Campus 
Life and Dean of  the Library, Patricia 
Cutright.
According to The Human Rights 
Campaign, 17 percent of  transgender 
and 22 percent of  gender non-conform-
ing individuals were denied access to 
public restrooms.
After using the gender neutral bath-
Gender-neutral bathrooms 
debut at Central
Gender
CONTINUED ON P.4
along the bottom; it represented the his-
tory of  Native American life in the Pacifi c 
Northwest and their role in establishing 
Washington. After the redesign, Hernan-
dez wanted the design to be more open for 
interpretation by audiences.
“I think if  that mural would have been 
anywhere near Seattle, people would have 
embraced it more,” Aguirre said. “It’s def-
initely a different vibe here.”
Hernandez said the group has plans to 
paint over the area with an art piece that 
will be unrelated to Ink 22 or the previous 
design, but Jerrol’s will continue to sell the 
designed apparel.
“We’re on to the next thing,” Hernan-
dez said. “Hopefully it gets more respect.”
Hernandez says this is not the fi rst time 
his work has been covered by another 
message, but he was disappointed by the 
hateful tone of  the response.
“I don’t mind, as long as it’s something 
meaningful,” Hernandez said. “It’s part 
of  the territory.”
Williams agreed, saying the store has 
allowed anyone to use their wall as a can-
vas for over ten years, and the artists have 
always self-regulated.
“To me, it’s just some idiot with a mark-
er,” Williams said. “I’m sure someone else 
will make it go away just as fast.”
He stands by the policy of  absolute free 
speech.
“Our position has always been that all 
knowledge is good,” Williams said. “What 
you do with it may not be.”
Aguirre said when he fi rst saw the addi-
tions to their mural, he didn’t make a con-
nection to Nazism. 
“As for the vandalism, that’s also free-
dom of  speech,” Aguirre said. “But I think 
there is a plan to redo it. The vandalism 
didn’t cover too much of  the piece, so it 
should be no problem to go over it.” 
Art Education
CONTINUED ON P.4
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rooms, students and bathroom attendees 
were asked to take a survey after using the 
restroom. 
People who chose not to use the gen-
der neutral restroom were also invited to 
write down their thoughts.
“Some of  the things people were say-
ing were that there would be sex going 
on in the bathrooms which could hap-
pen anyways, so I don’t know why that’s 
a problem,” Payne said. “I just feel like 
you just need to 
use the bathroom. 
I don’t know why 
people would go 
to the bathroom to 
do anything else.”
Students who 
visited the gender 
neutral bathrooms 
in the SURC had 
similar reactions 
to the role bath-
rooms play in day 
to day lives. Nick 
Mamua, a fresh-
man music major, 
expressed mixed 
feelings about the 
bathrooms. 
“I would feel uncomfortable, but, at 
the same time, I wouldn’t be,” Mamua 
said. “I can understand.” 
Mamua’s discomfort came from the 
initial shock of  hearing that individuals 
of  both genders could use the facilities. 
Dre Cola, freshman aviation major, ex-
pressed a practical outlook on the change 
in bathrooms. 
“I saw a urinal, and I used it,” Cola 
said. “I don’t think it really matters, it’s 
just a bathroom.” 
There will be gender-neutral rest-
rooms put into the new buildings on cam-
pus, such as the new science building. 
According to Whitney, she has hopes 
that the signage will also change around 
campus from the binary male symbol and 
female symbol to a symbol of  neutrality 
in the single stall 
restrooms. 
This will allow 
non-conforming 
and transgender 
students to have 
access to the re-
strooms without 
thinking twice 
about an identity 
that does not con-
form to the binary, 
but is all inclusive.
Whitney be-
lieves that these 
kinds of  programs 
are helpful in cre-
ating a campus 
community with a safe environment for 
all students. 
For students choosing a college to at-
tend, fi ndg a school where they will be 
able to be themselves, be safe and be 
respected for who they are can be very 
important. 
CONTINUED FROM P.3
Gender-neutral bathrooms
For the next three years, the visual art 
education program will sit in reserves. Af-
ter the three years have passed, the depart-
ment will reevaluate its ability to reopen or 
continue to close the program.
“In every other endorsement that’s of-
fered on campus, you take the methods 
class. You learn how to teach it, not just 
how to do it for yourself,” said Zimmer-
man. “There’s a difference between doing 
art and having to teach someone else how 
to do it”
There are seven disciplines that are es-
sential to teach art, said Stoddard. Stod-
dard said that the option to major in el-
ementary education and minor in studio 
art won’t help students learn how to teach 
the disciplines.
 “I had to teach them what those disci-
plines are and then the strategies for how 
to teach them. They aren’t going to get 
those if  they just take education classes 
and art classes,” said Stoddard.
Schlanger said that he generally is 
disappointed in the lack of  funding and 
support for art programs, particularly for 
youth.
“There’s so much evidence that art 
teaches kids how to think critically and to 
think for themselves,” said Schlanger.
Zimmerman said that learning how to 
draw and paint is important for students 
because it teachers them to use the right 
side of  their brain and think about the 
things they learn in a different way.
“Integrating art into every level and 
every grade’s curriculum will benefi ts the 
students, especially those who are visual 
learners because they can learn how to 
connect the knowledge that they’re receiv-
ing from their teachers visually by exercis-
ing that on a page,” said Zimmerman.
Stoddard said the changes that hap-
pened at Central came from the state and 
that no one in particular is to blame. She 
said that whether the program is contin-
ued or not in the future will depend on the 
decisions of  the new deans of  the college 
of  arts and humanities and the college of  
education and professional studies.
“It’s going to depend on the new deans 
that come in, what their priorities are, and 
if  I was still here I could fi ght for it with 
the new deans, but I don’t know. I don’t 
know who is going to fi ght for the case.”
Stoddard said that while the state cur-
rently is focusing on STEM education, 
down the road educators may start to no-
tice that children aren’t as creative as the 
should be. 
“In education, the pendulum swings re-
ally far one way, they fi nd out it doesn’t 
work, and then it will swing way back the 
other way. I’d say in about four to fi ve 
years they may fi gure it out, that they need 
the art. It’s going to have to come from 
the state, because it’s all been state man-
dated,” Stoddard said.
All things aside, said Zimmerman, stu-
dents are going to miss Stoddard’s teach-
ing and experience. She attributes her 
interest in art education to when she fi rst 
met Stoddard and was introduced to the 
art department.
Art Education to end
   I just feel like you 
just need to use the 
bathroom. I don’t know 
why people would go to 
the bathroom to do any-
thing else.
“
“
-Jourdyn Payne
Student program designer
CONTINUED FROM P.3
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BY RILEY ELLIOTT
Staff Reporter
Marji Morgan, 
dean of  the Col-
lege of  Arts and 
Humanities, has 
worked for nine 
years to nurture 
and support a cul-
ture of  excellence.
She says she 
has consistently at-
tracted and hired 
exceptional faculty, 
boosted scholarships and tuition waiver 
support to attract and retain students, and 
enhanced the visibility of  the college.  
“I am doing exactly what I’ve always 
wanted to do in my career,” Morgan said. 
“Now I’m going back to teaching before I 
retire,” Morgan said. 
Morgan will become a history profes-
sor by spring 2015.  
“I’ve seen how teaching has changed 
since I last left in 2000 and I will need 
some time to reinvent myself, but I’m re-
ally looking forwards to it,” Morgan said. 
“The most important part about teaching 
and deaning is being a good people person 
and being there for others.” 
Marilyn Levine, provost and vice-pres-
ident for academic and student life, says 
Morgan will be a great benefi t to the his-
tory department and students, as she is 
one of  the most eloquent writers she has 
ever encountered. 
“Dean Morgan truly sees the whole 
picture for students and has a vision for 
the arts and humanities at Central,” 
Levine said. “I’m happy for her to enter 
another stage of  her life; however I will 
personally really miss her from this posi-
tion, as she has been fabulous help to me 
over the years.” 
Once Morgan leaves her position she 
hopes the college will continue to build 
and gain regional and national promi-
nence and acknowledgment.
“I’ve loved watching our programs and 
faculty members grow over the years,” 
Morgan said. 
Programs that were just getting started, 
or started while Morgan was dean include: 
a bachelor of  fi ne arts degree in theatre 
with three specializations; fi lm and video 
studies; creative and professional writing; 
grad programs in teaching English as a 
second language; a minor in non-profi t 
organization management; and degrees 
in Latino and Latin American studies and 
Africana and Black studies. 
Levine says Morgan has major accom-
plishments in the balancing and promo-
tions of  the arts and humanities. 
“Her contributions in program devel-
opment have been phenomenal given the 
amount of  economic dislocation,” Levine 
said. “From galas and actions to themed 
year-long symposia, she simply is incom-
parable in her passion and support for the 
College of  Arts and Humanities.”  
For the past four years, Morgan had the 
college create annual themes to promote 
cross-disciplinary initiatives.  
“Her themes every year were greatly 
noticed all around campus,” Levine said. 
Over the last nine years, Morgan has 
worked diligently to preserve the vitality 
of  all the departments within the College 
of  Arts and Humanities. 
“Several of  the college’s programs, in-
cluding music, theatre, writing, FVS, PR, 
jewelry, metalsmithing, graphic design 
and others have given students lots of  
hands-on learning experiences that pre-
pare them well for what comes next after 
Central,” Morgan said. “I want to thank 
our faculty and students for their excellent 
work throughout the years.” 
In the time Morgan has facilitated the 
College of  Arts and Humanities, she has 
spent most her nights and weekends at-
tending Central events, and also events 
outside the college. 
“I believe this is the most important 
thing I have done as a dean, as I would 
not be able to advocate effectively for my 
people and programs or for Central as a 
whole if  I did not experience faculty and 
student work fi rst hand on a regular basis.” 
Rodney Bransdorfer, associate dean of  
the College of  Arts and Humanities, says 
she’s been the most active dean he’s met in 
terms of  attending events, and participat-
ing in students’ work and community. 
Morgan says experiencing faculty and 
student work has been the greatest joy of  
her job, and has also been the foundation 
on which all other aspects of  her job as 
dean have rested.
“I believe that faculty and students do 
their best work if  they feel supported, and 
this is one key way I show support is by 
being there for them when they are pre-
forming, presenting, exhibiting, rehears-
ing, directing, and so forth,” Morgan said. 
Christa Weddle, BA music and pub-
lic relations major, 21, says Morgan has 
opened up so many opportunities and 
doors for her and her follow students. 
“She helped me fi nd my fi rst violin gig 
at Hal Homes,” Weddle said. “She really 
is an amazing lady to go to as a resource 
and is always willing to help students with 
internships, jobs, music gigs, grad school, 
letters or recommendation, and so on.” 
Bransdorfer says, no matter how busy 
Morgan gets she always fi nds time to help 
people work towards their goals. 
“Dean Morgan has very actively men-
tored me in this position as associate dean 
of  the college and I think this is one of  her 
greatest strengths, not just with me, but all 
the other faculty and chairs,” Bransdorfer 
said. “I defi nitely look up to her wealth of  
knowledge and experiences.” 
Candidates to replace Morgan are ex-
pected at Central this fall and predicted to 
be hired by winter 2015.  
“I want to emphasize that although 
these things have happened while I’ve 
been dean, they are the result of  our col-
lege faculty, staff  and students working to-
gether,” Morgan said. “My role has been 
to guide, prompt, prod, facilitate and sup-
port, but others have made these things 
happen.” 
Dean of Arts and Humanities retires after nine years
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BY colt sweetland
Assistant News Editor
Last year, I studied 
abroad for a year in 
the Quebec province 
of  Canada.
I learned a lot 
about the Quebecois 
culture and the French 
language, which they 
speak. so,  I wanted to 
share some of  the im-
portant lessons that I 
learned during my time abroad, and also 
share how I hope these issues will be con-
sidered, or at least discussed, here in El-
lensburg.
First off, most people who live in Que-
bec are conscientious about their energy 
consumption. Many people, I talked to 
were careful about the amount of  water 
they used. 
For instance, there is a concerted effort 
to limit the amount of  water used to wash 
dishes, take showers, brush teeth, and to 
limit the amount of  water used to irrigate 
lawns, unlike here in the United States. At 
the grocery story, everyone uses re-useable 
grocery bags. It was rare to see plastic bags 
used.
There seems to be a “I don’t give a 
****’’ attitude by many Americans. 
The public transportation was also en-
joyable and efficient to use. When I lived 
in Quebec City,  I commuted daily, by 
bus, to the local university from the home 
where I stayed. 
The home was about a 30-minute 
drive from downtown, and there was a 
bus in the neighborhood that could take 
me there every half  an hour. This service 
lasted until about 1 a.m., which was espe-
cially beneficial on Friday nights when I 
went out to the bars with my friends. 
None of  us needed to be a designated 
driver, because there is a reliable bus for 
that! In Ellensburg, I think it would be 
beneficial for the community to have a 
late-night bus system for those who want 
to go out to the bars and do not want to 
worry about returning home. This would 
also help those with limited mobility.   
This leads to another life lesson I 
learned in Quebec, which is about the 
drinking age being 18 – similar to most 
of  Canada. I certainly enjoyed this during 
my late teenage years in Quebec. 
Most importantly, I learned that most 
teenagers and young adults I met in Que-
bec are responsible with alcohol. They 
were taught at a younger age to not overdo 
it. I think the age limit to consume alcohol 
should be 18. 
I believe many young people in the 
United States have developed an unnec-
essary culture about partying since under-
age drinking is illegal.
In general, taxes are higher in Quebec 
for many beneficial reasons. For example, 
a thorough public transit system limits the 
need for each person to own a car, and 
therefore helps limit energy usage. There 
is a stronger sense of  society and belong-
ing in Quebec than in the United States, 
which is more individualistic. 
Health and well-being are also issues 
that are cared about in Quebec. Here, 
on a daily basis, all I hear about is money, 
money, money. 
Fast-food restaurants are more rare, 
and much more expensive in Quebec (due 
to taxes) than in the United States, where 
they litter the country. Energy drinks filled 
with unknown chemicals and pop and 
junk food also cost more money. 
Eating healthy, home-made meals ev-
ery night, in which we recognize every 
ingredient in the food, was something I 
highly enjoyed in Quebec. 
I sincerely hope that our society drops 
this “America is the greatest country in the 
world” mentality, and the superiority com-
plex that many Americans have, because 
there is so much to learn, and fun to have, 
from experiencing life in other countries. 
BY Jessie Fisher
Copy Desk
Graduation is a 
week away, and my 
house is starting to fill 
with moving boxes. As 
I prepare myself  for 
life after college, I’m 
overcome with a flood 
of  emotions: happy, 
sad, excited, nervous 
and terrified. 
Some days, I feel a little dead inside, un-
able to process the change that is about to 
happen in my life. Ellensburg has truly be-
come home to me, and I hate the thought 
of  leaving, but I know I am prepared for 
the next stage in my life. New job, new 
apartment, new roommate.
I have been fortunate enough to be the 
student advertising manager for The Ob-
server for the last two years. I have worked 
with a number of  talented students, both 
on the advertising and editorial side. 
I do not know how I would have sur-
vived the last two years without the comi-
cal relief  of  my favorite editors in the 
newsroom. Thank you all for the fun 
times, heated debates, creative sessions, 
emotional support and friendship. It truly 
has been a pleasure to work with you all 
and I wish you the best of  luck with your 
future endeavors. 
I must also express my monumental 
gratitude for my boss and mentor, Kristin 
Gaskill. Thank you for giving me the op-
portunity to learn, grow, try new things, 
make mistakes and most importantly, let-
ting me express my ideas and opinions. I 
have grown exponentially in this position 
and look forward to carrying the experi-
ence with me as I start my professional 
career as a multi-media sales consultant. 
To my advertising reps, Daniel and 
Nina, and my successor, Taylor, keep on 
truckin’. Push hard, be resilient and never 
stop selling. Don’t forget to listen more 
than you talk and always ask, “why?” Sell, 
sell, sell, sell like hell!
To my #prlove girls, I don’t know how 
I would have made it to graduation with-
out you. Bateman, PRSSA, agency and 
countless classes, we have survived it all. 
#kindof
I wish the best for all of  you and will 
miss you dearly. Don’t worry, I’ll see you 
all for our annual girl’s weekend so we 
can drink wine, wear our footie pajamas, 
watch Disney movies and complain about 
our jobs and boyfriends. 
Wherever our lives take us, I know that 
my #prlove girls will always be there for 
me. I love you guys to the moon and back. 
We finally made it. P.S. #FL
I would also like to thank all of  my 
friends and roommates. You all have been 
so supportive, even when I just wanted to 
give up. We’ve had countless good times, 
long conversations, fights, inside jokes and 
memories. 
To my roommate Victoria, you are 
truly my rock, I don’t know how I’m going 
to survive without you! Remember, classy 
when it counts. 
To all of  the 2014 graduates, congratu-
lations! Can you believe we are finally 
graduating? Good luck to all of  you and 
welcome to the rest of  your life. See you 
on the other side.
To the remaining Central students, en-
joy every minute of  your time here. In the 
blink of  an eye, you’re a graduating senior 
with a job, a new apartment and student 
loan debt. 
Don’t take anything for granted, al-
ways say yes when someone invites you 
out, spend as much time as you can enjoy-
ing Ellensburg and don’t focus all of  your 
time on your career. Yes, your career is im-
portant, but cherish your years at Central. 
Once it’s over, you’ll never get that time 
back.
Leaving Ellensburg is bitter sweet but I 
am excited to start my new life. One day, 
I will move back to the place I call home. 
After all, you can take the girl out of  the 
country but you can’t take the country out 
of  the girl. 
BY collin dYsart
Assistant Scene Editor
Wait, what? Has it 
really been four years 
of  college? I should be 
so much older and wis-
er. But I have my cap 
and gown pressed and 
my announcements in 
the mail. 
Deadlines are ap-
proaching and all of  
a sudden I should be 
equipped to be a big boy in the real world. 
Everyone I’ve ever known is wondering 
what I’m going to be doing for the rest of  
my life. Let me get back to you on that, as 
my crystal ball has been foggy as of  late. 
If  there is one thing for sure, I am not 
the same wide eyed 19-year-old my mom 
dropped off  at Hitchcock Hall. If  you 
would have told that 19-year-old the day 
would come that he would get thrown out 
of  a bar, his goody two shoes would have 
laughed at you. 
Expectations are a fickle thing. I arrived 
here with a long laundry list of  things I 
wished to happen, but if  there is one thing 
I have learned in college, it is to expect the 
unpredictable.
If  there is only one piece of  advice I 
could give, it is to take advantage of  this 
experience and open your mind and heart 
to those around you. College is the best 
place to meet every kind of  person out 
there. So do it! The more people you know 
and let into your life, the richer story you 
can tell.
Without further adieu, here they are:
Mara: I love you! I would not have 
survived the last four years of  shenani-
gans without you! There is no one else I 
feel I can be totally myself  around and I 
am so undeserving of  all you’ve given to 
me! From Hitchcock to the Elk Lodge, 
you have been my constant! “Michelle, we 
are clearly always the hottest ones in the 
room.”
Julia: You were my first great friend at 
school and we have stories for days! You 
are the only one in this world who appre-
ciates the fine foods as much as I do! The 
books we could fill with all of  our fine-
tuned shit talk. 
Tara: I love you and your kind and gen-
erous spirit. You are fabulously talented 
and the finest Fantine in my book – and 
my book is the only one that counts.
Emily: My Boo! We survived com 201 
together – where is our medal? When I 
drive down a dark country road at night, 
fearful for my life, I will think of  you. Or 
when I think of  vomit chunks. 
All of  my peeps from 88.1 the Burg:
I am going to miss you wild bunch of  
music people! Without a doubt my favor-
ite job of  all time, and I know wherever I 
go from here it’s going to be a tremendous 
letdown.
Nick & Taylor: Thank you for giving 
me a voice on your show! It has given me 
such joy! Keep doing your wild and crazy 
thing.
Travis: You are an amazing boss and 
the Burg is lucky to have your wisdom and 
patience.
Elliot: Thank you for saving my hide on 
a semi-daily basis. 
Observer staff:
Why did I wait so long to get involved 
with this chaotic madhouse? I’ve had such 
a good time. Keep up the good work.
Camille: I NEED CHARDONNAY! 
Love you girl! Why did it take us this long 
to get acquainted and so close? Never 
mind our future shall be filled with Steel 
Reserve, tacos, and endless long-winded 
shit talking.
Adam: You are an incredible editor 
and I thank you for having the patience of  
the gods with me. You are darn swell and I 
have loved working for you!
Patients: One day the world will recog-
nize the beauty and majesty of  the crows! 
Keep fighting the good fight, and you are 
a damned good journalist even if  you are 
running away to history. It’s going to get 
you back, just you wait and see.
Colt: You are a gem among gems, don’t 
stop.
Sara: Thank you for the snakes and the 
wit!
Jaryd: You have the best shorts in the 
world. Don’t let anyone tell you otherwise!
Mia: You are going to rule the world! 
Please let me live in your pool house? I will 
polish your Disney memorabilia. 
Matt: I would elect you above of  any-
one else to lead the commune in the woods 
that I would join. You are one badass EIC, 
and this cracker jack paper is lucky to have 
you. 
Alright Central, it is time for me to 
make my exit stage left, and begin my 
quest to marry well. 
Insight from my time abroad
Started from the bottom now we here
A farewell from the blast in a glass
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BY collin dYsart
Assistant Scene Editor
and hoUston carr
Staff Reporter
Every 2014 graduate has something 
to share. From the moment they were 
dropped off  for freshman orientation, to 
walking across the stage to accept their di-
ploma, they have undergone a multitude 
of  experiences in four years. 
Many students arrive at Central with 
plenty of  expectations. Yet navigating the 
college experience on one’s own is an en-
tirely different matter. 
“I remember 
moving into my 
dorm and think-
ing, ‘Well, what’s 
next?’” Julia Luna, 
senior musical the-
atre major, said. “It 
really hit me in that 
moment that I was 
on my own.”
When you’re 
Fresh out of  high 
school, living on 
your own is not going to be without speed 
bumps. Several Central seniors have ad-
vice for how to get through four plus years 
of  collegiate life intact.
“Don’t have your major chosen the 
moment you arrive on campus. Your gen-
eral education requirements will give you 
a solid year to fi gure out what you really 
want to do,” said Ryan Gregson, senior 
education major and program leader for 
the Center For Student Leadership and 
Engagement.
Melanie Phillips changed her major 
four times before she found her niche: el-
ementary education.
“I was all over the place, I didn’t have 
a clue for so long,” Phillips said. “Even 
though I was super frustrated, I learned 
a lot about what I was passionate about. 
I also got to take a lot of  fun, random 
classes.”
In addition to fi nding a desired major, 
students are inundated with the amount 
of  extra curricular activities the school 
has to offer. Jamie Bowe, senior actuarial 
science major, found a sense of  belonging 
when she joined the Central Math Club. 
“If  you are in a club you get to know 
other people in 
your major and you 
feel involved and 
important,” Bowe 
said. 
Bowe became 
the secretary of  
her club and added 
that it has helped 
her make connec-
tions outside of  the 
university. She also 
got to know other 
students in her major on a more intimate 
level.
“I think it helped because I have classes 
with these people, but we really became 
friends when I got to know them at club 
functions,” Bowe said.
Ryan Gregson also had this to offer 
for why it is crucial for students to get in-
volved.
“I can’t tell you how many of  my 
friends have nothing to put on their re-
sume because they just partied their en-
tire college career.” Gregson said.  “Don’t 
get me wrong, college is great for fi guring 
out who you are, but try to fi nd yourself  
in different avenues than the typical col-
lege party. Trust me, your future self  will 
thank you, and the 
process may even 
avoid getting you 
the oh-so-common 
M.I.P.”
College is a 
learning experi-
ence in and out of  
the classroom. For 
many this is the fi rst 
taste of  indepen-
dence away from 
immediate family. 
They are given the 
chance to forge a new identity for them-
selves.  
Taylor Woyvodich, senior theatre ma-
jor, said she often learned the hard way 
who her friends were.
“You are who you hang out with,” 
Woyvodich said. “There are the people 
who are just there to have a good time and 
eventually they drop out. The fun people 
are not your friends, all they care about is 
a good time, and if  you have to work on 
school, you are not fun anymore, and they 
forget about you and it can really hurt.”
Woyvodich said freshmen should know 
for themselves what their limits are and 
how to deal with peer pressure. 
“I couldn’t believe it when people 
would go to parties on a Tuesday, but 
college is a little crazy,” Woyvodich said. 
“You can feel intense pressure from people 
to constantly be going out, but there will 
be something else tomorrow I promise.”
Monisha Watkins, senior public health 
major, said she is proud of  her college ex-
perience.
“My biggest highlights were becom-
ing a CWU cheerleader my sophomore 
year, getting on 
the Dean’s list and 
modeling on the 
fashion department 
fashion show,” Wat-
kins said.
It is crucial for 
undergraduates to 
build a foundation 
which will make 
themselves compet-
itive in the outside 
world. Gregson sees 
campus involve-
ment as an excellent method to ensure 
future success.
“I’m in the minority of  students who 
were overly involved, and I would recom-
mend that everyone do it,” Gregson said
There are plenty of  perks which Greg-
son got from putting himself  out there in 
campus activities.
“I was never bored, I have a great re-
sume to show future employers, and I’m 
graduating with no debt because I was 
able to get multiple scholarships due to my 
accolades,” Gregson said.
Luna felt the key to a well-lived college 
experience is to hone in on what you are 
passionate about.
“I am so happy with how much I have 
grown and changed,” Luna said. “It’s 
been a ton of  hard work, but at the end 
of  the day I love what I do and my experi-
ence at Central has helped my grow in my 
skills and confi dence.”
One last look back
Graduating seniors re ect on their time at Central
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY NICK TERREL
   I remember moving into 
my dorm and thinking ‘Well, 
what next?’ ... It really hit me 
in that moment that I was on 
my own.
“ “
-Julia Luna
Senior musical theatre major
   I couldn’t believe it 
when people would go to par-
ties on a Tuesday, but college 
is a little crazy.“ “
-Taylor Woyvodich
Senior theatre major
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The year in review
Fall Winter
CWU Fitness Trainer 
Sharee Samuels graced the 
cover of  People Magazine.
Basketball player Mark 
McLaughlin became the 
fastest player in GNAC his-
tory to score 1,000 points. 
Football Head Coach 
Blaine Benett fi red for 
breaking the rules.
MyCWU Launches, with 
major technical issues.
88.1 the Burg made 
massive changes in 
administration.
D&M Coffee owners 
open Cornerstone Pie.
Mon.          Tues.          Wed.          Thurs.         Fri.
First quarter without Dead 
Day (with Monday not having 
fi nals).
JAMIE WINTER/OBSERVER
JAMIE WINTER/OBSERVER
KELSEY RANDICH/OBSERVER
JAMIE WINTER/OBSERVER
PHOTO COURTESY OF BRIAN MYRICK
COURTNEY LEWIS/OBSERVER
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The year in review
Winter Spring
Central Theatre En-
semble performed 
Les Misérables.
Central Baseball wins fi rst 
GNAC Championship in 
school history.
A fi re burned down the 
apartment of  two Central 
students.
Rugby became a varsity 
sport after years of  the 
team’s domination.
Central introduces Re-
sponsibility Centered 
Management, sparking 
reactions across all depart-
ments.
$$$
First businesses in 
Washington State earn 
licenses for pot sales.
Central breaks ground on Science Phase II.
Two Central 
Alumni open 
up storefronts 
downtown.
NICK TERREL/OBSERVER
COURTNEY LEWIS/OBSERVER
COURTNEY LEWIS/OBSERVER
NICK TERREL/OBSERVER
JAMIE WINTER/OBSERVER
COURTNEY LEWIS/OBSERVER
CJIMAGESNW.COM
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BY MeGan schMitt
Staff Reporter
and eMilY BontraGer
Staff Reporter
Kailin Chase and Brady Rusch, who 
have been dating for fi ve months, will soon 
have to deal with a major change in their 
relationship. 
As the school year comes to an end, 
distance will soon become a major factor.
Chase, who will be a sophomore next 
year, will be staying in Ellensburg this 
summer while Rusch will be graduating 
this spring with a marketing degree and 
going home to Kirkland in search of  a job. 
“Going into the relationship, we both 
knew I would be graduating at the end of  
the school year and knew it would be a 
challenge,”  Rusch said. 
Rusch said they plan to travel and meet 
up a lot next year. They will  balance a 
back-and-forth commute. 
They both said they already have plans 
for the summer such as going to Seattle to 
explore Pike Place and attending Summer 
Jam at The Gorge
“Long distance is hard but if  both 
people are willing to put in effort, it will 
work,” Rusch said.
As for next year, they know they will 
not be together as much as this year, but 
they knows they will call each other and 
have Skype dates frequently.
“I just love him, and when you meet 
the right person, you will do whatever it 
takes,” Chase said. “We’re not nervous 
about the distance because we are both 
honest and communicate well with each 
other.”
Another couple, Makenna Robinson 
and Federico Sarria, will be in the same 
situation once the school year comes to a 
close.
Robinson and Sarria started as friends 
and started dating four months ago.
Robinson, a public health major, will 
be a senior next year and is staying in the 
‘Burg this summer for work, while Sar-
ria will be graduating this spring with a 
degree in fi lm and video studies and job 
hunting this summer.
“I never planned on being in a long-
distance relationship but if  it happens, so 
be it,” Robinson said. 
The two of  them have been taking ad-
vantage of  this year and spending as much 
time together as possible because they 
know their circumstances for next year will 
be different. 
Sarria said they like to get out of  El-
lensburg as much as they can and go try 
new things, even if  it’s just for the day. 
“We are hoping to take some time off  
this summer and go on a vacation, just the 
two of  us,” Robinson said. 
Both Robinson and Sarria said they 
will visit each other as much as they can 
next year and know they will have to be 
understanding and communicate once 
distance becomes an issue. 
“I think the relationship will 
last because I know what kind of  
people we are, and we will do our 
best to make it work,” Sarria said. 
While there are couples 
f a c -
ing the 
diffi culty 
of   be-
ing far 
apart for 
the sum-
mer, other 
couples are 
c e l e b r a t -
ing making 
it through 
the year 
and getting 
to spend the summer 
together at last. 
Throughout the school 
year couples that have been in 
long-distance relationships have 
learned the importance of  com-
munication.
Senior information technology major 
John Nobis has been with his girlfriend 
Danielle Oswald for four years and eight 
months.
They have been long-distance for most 
of  their relationship, so when both Os-
wald and Nobis were together at Central 
last year, it was a treat. 
“Being in a long distance relationship 
can be a challenge, but in our case it’s all 
we have really ever known,” Oswald said. 
“Talking on the phone, texting and hope-
fully squeezing in a Skype call every once 
in a while is our main source of  communi-
cation the majority of  the time.”
Nobis and Oswald are looking forward 
to this summer, when they will only be an 
hour away from each other rather than 
the current two or more hours they are 
now. Making a get-together with friends 
or just staying in will be that much easier 
for them.
“We both look forward to the day when 
‘long distance’ is only a few steps away,” 
Oswald said. 
They are looking forward to spending 
more time together as a couple and mak-
ing time to grab coffee together. They are 
mostly excited for their trip to Maui at the 
end of  June.
Freshman history education major 
Margaret McDonald and her boyfriend, 
high school junior Preston Melick, 
have been together for a year and a half  
and realize the challenge that is presented 
in these types of  relationships.
“Overall, I think this has strengthened 
our relationship,” McDonald said. “It 
forces you to talk about things that nor-
mally wouldn’t come up, while making me 
more sensitive to his needs while appreci-
ating him more, while giving us both the 
opportunity to grow individually.”
While the distance between the couple 
has been hard, they continue to live day by 
day and keep moving forward with their 
relationship. 
 “We also aren’t afraid to admit when 
we’ve screwed up,” McDonald said. 
“We’ve made it this far, we must be doing 
something right.”
Both couples intend to spend their 
weeks working during the summer and in-
tend to see each other as much as possible. 
While McDonald and Melick don’t 
have any big plans, they are planning 
some weekend camping trips, other ran-
dom dates and simply enjoying the small 
things that they have together. 
All these couples are dedicated to mak-
ing their relationships work whether they 
will be together or apart for the summer 
and look forward to being together again 
soon and spending time with each other 
when they get the chance.
Student couples go long distance
C a l l  o r  v i s i t  t o d a y !
5 0 9 . 9 6 2 . 6 2 0 0
4 2 7  N .  M a i n  S t r e e t
www.th
egym-e
llensbur
g.com
Ready for the beach? We can help.
Summer Special
3 months
$99
No joining fee
Punchcard Special
10 punches for $10
*Through June 30th
$13-$16 BASE - appt.
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2014          CWU
COMMENCEMENT
www.cwu.edu/dining
CWU is an AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. For accommodation e-mail: DS@cwu.edu  •  15100414C
Graduation Dinner
Prime Rib
Salmon
Rice Pilaf
Red Potatoes
Fresh Asparagus
Salads
Rolls and Butter
New York Cheesecake  
with Toppings 
Coffee, Hot Tea
Sparkling Apple Cider
BUFFET-STYLE MEAL INCLUDES:
$20.00 per person
*Can be purchased through  
the Connection Card office.
Friday, June 13, 2014
4:30-7:00 P.M.
SURC–Holmes Dining Room
BY Maria harr
Staff Reporter
and codY BradFord
Staff Reporter
Seniors have many important events to 
accomplish these last few weeks, from se-
curing jobs to completing their last fi nals. 
However, some students have more en-
joyable necessities on their bucket list.
“I wanted to make sure that I enjoyed 
enough of  the college experience that 
happened outside of  [academics], like 
parties,” Ernest Skousen, senior physics 
major, said. 
Skousen has already secured himself  a 
job after college, which was another im-
portant bucket list item for him. 
Senior history major Frank Reding 
wants to have some fun before he moves. 
He plans on attending many parties in the 
week before he leaves Central.
Future graduates have already checked 
items off  their “Central Bucket Lists.” 
English major Megan Epperson suggests 
a spicy and painful farewell. 
“You have to go to Wing Central and 
have the Hell Wing. It’s going to hurt but 
it’s worth doing at least once,” Epperson 
said. “You can’t leave here having not 
done that.” 
According to Wing Central’s website, 
the Hell Wing is considered one of  the 
hottest wings in the world. Those who 
wish to eat the wing are required to sign 
a waiver, as its spiciness rating is over six 
million scoville units. The waiver warns 
you that eating it “may not be the smart-
est thing you have done lately.”
Much tamer on Epperson’s bucket list 
is visiting the Sarah Spurgeon Gallery in 
Randall Hall. The gallery is dedicated to 
Sarah Spur- geon and hosts some of  
her works. Epperson especially 
e n j o y s 
v i s i t i n g 
w h e n 
mas te r ’s 
s t u d e n t s 
c o m e 
through with 
t h e i r 
t h e s i s 
work.
“You get to 
see some of  the 
most cutting edge 
artwork,” Epperson 
said. 
The local farmer’s market 
is another check on Epperson’s 
personal bucket list, and she strong-
ly recommends going.
“They have the most amazing food 
vendors, fruits and vegetables and weird 
furniture,” Epperson said. “It’s awesome.”
The Kittitas County Farmer’s Market 
is every Saturday from May to October,
on 4th Avenue from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
There are more than 60 vendors listed on 
the website. 
Epperson said students should check 
out the campus community garden. She 
also suggests the Mu-
seum of  Culture and 
Environment.
Located in 
Dean Hall, 
the museum 
is free for 
all visi-
tors. The 
c u r r e n t 
exh ib i t , 
“Wolves 
in Wash-
i n g t o n 
State,” has 
been extended 
until June 14.
Senior electri-
cal engineering and 
technology Camer-
on Kastner offers a 
less dangerous meal 
suggestion for grad-
uates.
“One place at 
Central seniors must 
go to before they 
graduate is the Red 
Horse Diner to get a pulled pork sand-
wich,” Kastner said. “They have one of  
the best pulled pork sandwiches I’ve ever 
had.”
With the red Pegasus of  Mobilgas as 
their logo, it’s no surprise  the 1950s styled 
diner has a prevalent car theme. Red 
Horse Diner hosts car and motorcycle 
shows, as well as live music to entertain 
while one peruses the long list of  specialty 
sandwiches and burgers on the menu.
Theatre performance major Joanne 
Kirckof  doesn’t have the time to check off  
one of  her Central bucket list items: the 
challenge course.
“I also always wanted to do the chal-
lenge course, but I don’t think I will,” 
Kirckof  said. 
The challenge course is a ropes course 
with both high and low elements to it. 
While students are able to book for per-
sonal programs, the minimum amount of  
people for the course is six people.  Ac-
cording to their website, the Challenge 
Course “offers the opportunity to partici-
pate in team-building activities to accom-
plish individual and group goals.”
Psychology major Eric Reppas just 
wants to fi nish his research before he 
leaves school.
“It’s my own research, gotta fi nish it,” 
Reppas said. “It’s epic.” 
Skousen also had some research to fi n-
ish before graduating. Out of  the three re-
search projects he was involved in, Skou-
sen has completed one so far. 
Others don’t have a Central bucket list, 
like senior physics major Layne Holman.
“I don’t really have any bucket list 
items, because when I want to do some-
thing, I just do it,” Holman said.
Seniors kick the bucket (list)
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BY SPENCER HANSEN
Staff Reporter
Central’s Student Life staff  put on the 
first-ever dunk contest this past weekend 
on the SURC east patio. Although cut 
short due to bad weather, some of  Cen-
tral’s best hoopers displayed their leaping 
prowess. 
There were two divisions, an eight foot 
hoop and a regulation 10 foot hoop. Play-
ers were allowed to compete in both divi-
sions. Dunkers were allowed one minute 
to dunk or were given three chances to 
complete a dunk. 
David Lund, also known as “Yo Mom-
ma’s Favorite Hooper” highlighted the 
eight foot group with a throwback 70s 
look featuring knee-high tube socks and 
a headband that kept his flowing locks in 
place. Lund spear-headed the eight foot 
dunkers with a high score of  49 out of  50. 
He threw down a vicious windmill dunk 
that stirred up the crowd.  Lund won the 
eight foot division. 
James Ward challenged Lund with a 
silky smooth 360 dunk, which earned him 
a score of  40, not quite enough to top 
Lund, but Ward turned some heads using 
his athleticism. 
“I’ve been practicing these since I was 
a little boy, so you know they were on par,” 
Lund said. “Everyone was lovin’ it.” 
The 10 foot division was a different 
story. Ward exacted some revenge on the 
competition, partly due to the fact some of  
the competitors had a tough time adjust-
ing to the 10 foot hoop. 
Ward earned a score of  41 by slamming 
a tremendous reverse-tomahawk between 
the legs slam that drew much applause.
Lund gave him a run for his money, at-
tempting a jump over a sign and biting on 
some balloons as he glided to the hoop, 
but it was all for not, as he couldn’t com-
plete the dunk. 
“Felt pretty good, nice warm-up, got 
some solid dunks in,” Ward said.
Central track-star Scott Morrison also 
participated and slammed home a nice 
two-hand jam.  SURC regular Slava 
Ulanovsky also showed off  his skills at-
tempting a between-the-legs windmill, but 
couldn’t get the ball to drop and his score 
suffered.
The contest lasted one round due to 
the rain setting in, but event organizer 
Joey Race thought the event was a success. 
“It went well, there were some good 
dunkers,” Race said. “Hopefully it keeps 
going and we’ll add the last year’s champs 
to the shirt.” 
Race also commented the rain affected 
the contest, but it’s something he would 
like to continue doing in the future. Race 
also felt like the quality of  the dunks was 
very good and that the event would im-
prove with better advertising and a DJ.
UNIVERSITY RECREATION
BY DILLON SAND
Staff Reporter
University Recreation held the third 
annual Wildcat Dash last Saturday for 
Central students, as well as anyone who 
was looking to push themselves while be-
ing willing to get down and dirty. 
The race (essentially a challenge 
course) spanned four kilometers around 
the Central campus and started in front 
of  the SURC east patio. The course then 
went up Alder St. by the Alder Recreation 
Complex and Challenge Course, then 
across 18th Street and back down Alder 
Street. The final leg of  the course took 
competitors to the Peterson Hall fields and 
finally to the SURC east lawn.  
In total there were 12 different obsta-
cles that the competitors had to manage 
their way past throughout the length of  
the course.  With obstacles ranging from a 
giant mud pit, to an ROTC sled pull, to a 
40-foot-long slip-n-slide at the end of  the 
race, there was something to challenge ev-
ery type of  competitor. 
Eric Scott, head of  Outdoor Pursuits 
and Rentals and one of  the coordinators 
of  the dash, sees the race as a great way to 
have fun while also pushing yourself  and 
others past your normal comfort zones. 
“It’s a great community run that really 
forces you and whoever you do it with to 
get through everything together and finish 
as a team,” Scott said.
Every year the Wildcat Dash has ex-
panded in some way, whether that be add-
ing miles to the race, adding new obstacles 
throughout the course or simply having 
more racers cross the finish line. 
The first heat of  competitors began the 
race at 10 a.m. clean and confident, most 
of  them finished about an hour or so later 
very, very dirty, but still confident.
“The race really helps you build con-
fidence in yourself. Conquering all of  the 
obstacles and reaching the finish line is no 
small feat,” Scott said.
Kendall Downing, a competitor from 
the first heat, said the dash wasn’t what 
she exactly expected from a typical Cen-
tral 4K, but she still had a good time.
“It was really fun. It was a lot tough-
er mentally than I thought it would be,” 
Downing said. 
As more and more competitors crossed 
the finish line, it was obvious that the race 
was very physically and mentally challeng-
ing. Everyone was exhausted and caked in 
mud, but everyone had a smile.
Brittany King and her group of  friends 
also finished the race covered in mud and 
dirt, but that was their choice.
“We were in the mud pit and just decid-
ed to have a mud fight, that was by far my 
favorite part,” King said as she laughed at 
the thought. 
However, as all the competitors from 
the different heats began to cross the finish 
line, there was only one thing that seemed 
to be on everyone’s minds: free Winegars 
ice cream for everyone who competed. 
Scott says the Wildcat Dash will be 
back again for a fourth consecutive year, 
which is great news for all the competitors 
like King, a freshman, who plan on re-
turning and entering the event whenever 
it is available. 
“This was a great way to get our minds 
off  school and everything for a while,” 
King said. “I’ll definitely be here the next 
three years.”
CENTRAL STRONG  (Above)Three Central students make their way across a field during last Saturday’s Wildcat Dash. (Below) 
The tire filp was just one of the many obstacles students endured on Saturday. 
PhoToS By DERRICK CLARIT/oBSERvER
Blood, 
sweat 
and 
tears
Students wow during dunk competition
Central students en-
dure obstacles and 
warm temperatures 
at third annual 
Wildcat Dash
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GOLF
BY Chandler St. louiS
Staff Reporter
The central Washington region offers 
many golf  experiences for all skill levels. 
From Yakima to Cle Elum, there are many 
opportunities to play golf. 
There are expensive and luxury courses 
such as Suncadia, or more laid back expe-
riences like The Ellensburg Country Club. 
With the weather getting warmer, it’s time 
to enjoy the beautiful courses Washington 
has to offer.  
The closest course to campus is Ellens-
burg Country Club. Ellensburg Country 
Club is located on Thorp Highway which 
is about a 10-minute drive from campus. 
The course welcomes all skill levels and 
only costs $10. There are only nine holes, 
but there are different sets of  tees players 
can use if  they want to golf  18 holes. 
With the course located out by the 
highway, wind tends to be an issue for 
players. On days when the wind is mini-
mal, Ellensburg Country Club is packed 
with students and residents. The Ellens-
burg Country Club also has a driving 
range if  golfers are looking to start playing 
or need to practice. The Ellensburg Coun-
try Club offers a very relaxed and casual 
golf  experience. 
“With the course only being 10 minutes 
from CWU, the Ellensburg Country Club 
is a great local course with cheap green 
fees for us college students,” Danny Peter-
son, President of  the Golf  Club, said.
The next closest golfing destination 
near Central is Sun Country Golf  Course 
located in Cle Elum. Sun Country is a par 
71 and 5,715 yards from the men’s tees. 
The course can be a challenge for veteran 
golfers but can also be enjoyed by begin-
ners. Sun Country offers a relaxed and af-
fordable day of  golf. 
Sun Country promises golfers that they 
will have a memorable golf  round and 
enjoy scenic views of  the high mountain 
alpine course. The golf  rates vary, but gen-
erally people can play 18 holes for about 
$30. 
Suncadia Resort is home to three golf  
courses that are also located in Cle Elum. 
Suncadia Resort offers a luxury experi-
ence to golfers and visitors. 
Prospector, which is the only com-
pletely public course at Suncadia, is an 
18-hole course that’s 7,100 yards and was 
designed by the famous Arnold Palmer. 
This is one of  the top golf  courses to play 
in the Northwest and, in 2006, was named 
one of  the “Best New Public Courses” by 
Golf  Digest.  
“Golfing at Prospector always presents 
a great challenge and an awesome experi-
ence,” senior Jordan Palmer said.
Golf  rates run about $100 for 18-holes 
during the summer months. Roperider 
and Tumble Creek are the other two 
courses at Suncadia. Roperider is a semi-
private course and Tumble Creek is com-
pletely private and requires a membership. 
With the incredible views of  the 
Wenatchee Washington National Forest, 
the beautiful Prospector Course gives golf-
ers a round of  a lifetime. Suncadia Resort 
offers lodging and many other outdoor 
activities. 
Yakima also offers many golf  oppor-
tunities. Yakima Elks, River Ridge, Ya-
kima Country Club, Suntides, Fish Park, 
Westwood and Apple Tree are among 
the courses surrounding Yakima. Apple 
Tree has a unique golfing experience be-
cause of  its famous 17th hole green that’s 
shaped like an apple and surrounded by 
water. Apple Tree is opened to the public 
and one of  many courses in the Yakima 
area. 
There are many golf  courses surround-
ing Ellensburg suitable for all skill levels. 
Go out and enjoy the beautiful weather 
while playing a round of  golf.
Golf courses available for all skill levels
FORE!  A Central student tees off at the Prospector golf course at Suncadia Resort. 
NICK TERREL/obSERvER
BY ChanCe WeeKS-WilliaMS
Staff Reporter
For junior Tayler Fettig, sports have 
always been a big part of  her life. Fettig 
started out at a young age playing sports 
and recently started working on her goal 
to become a physical education teacher as 
well as a personal trainer. 
Fettig credits her engagement with 
sports to her parents who got her involved 
with sports at a young age. However, Fet-
tig said she didn’t start competing in track 
until she was in high school after being in-
troduced to it in middle school.
It’s hard to separate Fettig and athlet-
ics.
“I work out a lot, everyone calls me 
a gym rat,” Fettig said “That’s my main 
hobby.”
Music is something Fettig enjoys as 
well. She was involved with a worship 
band at a local church in Ellensburg.  
 “On the side you can fi nd me in a 
piano room at the music building,” Fettig 
said. 
Athletics are something Fettig hopes to 
be involved with in the future.
“My dream is to actually open up my 
own gym,” Fettig said. “I would also like to 
be a track coach, start in high school, and 
work my way up to Division one.”
In Fettig’s fi rst two years, she competed 
on both the track team and the basketball 
team. Fettig then realized that she wanted 
to only focus on track. 
“It’s really hard to juggle two sports,” 
Fettig said. “I really do miss basketball a 
lot.” 
A Washington native, Fettig hails from 
Olympia. In high school those were Fet-
tig’s two main sports. She decided to 
choose Central Washington instead of  
accepting a scholarship for basketball at 
George Fox University. 
In her third season at Central, Fettig 
made it all the way to Allendale, Michigan 
where she competed in the Division II Na-
tional championships for high jump. Fettig 
placed sixth in the nation with a leap of  
5’7’’.
Coupled with her performance earlier 
in the year Fettig became a two-time All-
American, for both indoor and outdoor 
track and fi eld. 
“In the indoor conference champion-
ships when I tied the GNAC record for 
high jump, I remember going over and 
hugging my coach Tony and just started 
to cry,” Fettig said. “He’s been my spiritual 
coach since the beginning.”
Fettig is a jack-of-all-trades. Not only 
does she compete in the high jump but 
she fi nished in the top 30 in the Great 
Northwest Athletic Conference for fi ve 
other events including, javelin, shot put, 
long jump, heptathlon and the 100 meter 
hurdles.
Fettig says that one of  her main goals 
for next year is to make a serious run and 
improve in the heptathlon.
Since being at Central Washington Fet-
tig has said that she has gone through a lot 
of  changes for the better. 
“Throughout my time at Central, I 
have been able to gain more confi dence in 
myself,” Fettig said. 
Head Coach Kevin Adkisson has 
known Fettig since recruiting her in her 
senior season in high school, and watched 
her grow into a good athlete. 
Adkisson says that her consistency as a 
high jumper and an athlete has increased 
tremendously since being in high school 
and even her fi rst year at Central Wash-
ington.
“From when I met her she’s been tech-
nically a great high jumper,” Adkisson 
said.
Adkisson acknowledges that it was hard 
for Fettig to stop playing basketball and fo-
cus on track. He also says that her work 
ethic is outstanding. 
“She has a really great drive, and she 
also really cares,” Adkisson said. “When 
she is going to put herself  into a team, she 
really gives it everything, she doesn’t want 
to anything halfway.” 
Fettig’s efforts this year have been not-
ed and she looks to add on to her impres-
sive record. 
“She accomplished everything we set 
out for her to accomplish this year,” Ad-
kisson said.
Adkisson is confi dent in Fettig’s ability 
to accomplish one of  her goals for next 
year, which is to high jump six feet. 
“We really hope to put her in the posi-
tion to jump that height a few times,” Ad-
kisson said.
Fettig will be returning for her senior 
season to compete at an even higher 
level, and get another shot at a national 
title, which, according to Adkisson, is very 
reachable next year. 
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Fettig sets high bar for next season
UNIVERSITY RECREATION
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AIR FETTIG  Fettig attempts a jump 
during the GNAC outdoor championships. 
KYLE TERWILLIGER, USTFCCCA
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graph·ic de·sign
Noun: 
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books.
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Hiking trails for everyone near E-Burg
BY donnie SantoS
Staff Reporter
Pictures from beautiful scenery around 
the Ellensburg area is starting to pop up 
all over social media. The day hiking trails 
that are less then 45 minutes away from 
Central’s campus can be found all over 
this area. 
Even if  you have a lot of  experience or 
none at all, these trails surrounding Ellens-
burg are fi lled with cool wildlife, vivid col-
ors from the fl owers and are a good way to 
exercise while soaking in the sun.
The different trails are called the John 
Wayne, Umtanum Falls, Manashtash, 
Lower Umtanum Canyon, Lost Lake and 
Swauk Forest Discovery Trail. Each trail 
ranges from 2-8 miles, 0-1,700 feet total 
elevation gain and range from easy to 
moderate diffi culty. This gives people on 
the trail lots of  different options. 
For those in good shape, they might de-
cide to run or speed walk, whereas others 
might take the course nice and slow and 
soak in all the awesome views and wildlife. 
Perfect for a social media picture.
When preparing for a hike there are 
lots of  different things to consider. First, 
you must plan ahead. Make a checklist of  
items needed to successfully complete the 
adventure for the day. 
Supplies like water, food that is repack-
aged to eliminate as much waste as pos-
sible, proper attire and shoes and even fi rst 
aid supplies. The last thing someone hik-
ing wants is to be at the top of  Manashtash 
ridge and not have proper fi rst aid supplies 
to make the decent down problem free.
For these hikes, one thing to remem-
ber when preparing for the trip is “light 
is right.” 
Don’t weigh yourself  down with un-
necessary items in your pack that are go-
ing to make it harder on yourself. Unless 
you are trying to add weight to challenge 
your body.
Along with bringing all the right ma-
terials to successfully complete the hike, 
checking the weather and making sure 
you are prepared if  the sun goes away is 
essential for hiking preparation.  
According to goodhiker.com, some 
benefi ts of  hiking include improved car-
dio-respritory fi tness, improved muscular 
fi tness, possible reduced risk of  stress and 
depression, better sleep at night, and over-
all weight control. 
Slow paced hiking on an easy level trail 
will burn around 300-400 calories per 
hour. Not bad, when you consider that any 
skill level can start hiking at any state of  
fi tness. Then the more times you go, the 
faster they can complete each trail and the 
stronger your body will become.
The thing about the trails around this 
area is that they are very well maintained 
and kept in good shape so that everyone 
has a chance to enjoy it. While hiking it 
is expected that you package food so that 
there is minimal waste. Dispose of  that 
waste properly, leave what you fi nd the 
way it is, and be sure to respect wildlife 
and others using the trails.
The OPR offi ce on campus has many 
hikes that they set up that can be done 
with a tour guide that will be good for all 
skill levels. You can schedule them through 
their offi ce.
The views and wildlife for these hikes is 
Pacifi c Northwest beauty at its fi nest. For 
those who are going to experience it for 
themselves, please take care of  the trails 
and understand that you share the trail 
with more then just the other people who 
hike it and defi nitely don’t forget to bring 
a camera. You never know what you might 
cross paths with.
TOP OF THE WORLD  A Central student enjoys the view after completing the 
Manashtash hike. 
NICK TERREL/obSERvER
Freshman: 8-5 record, 4.63 ERA, 48 strikeouts.
Sophomore: 11-17 record, 3.48 ERA, 121 strikeouts. 
Junior: 9-13 record, 2.20 ERA, 104 strikeouts, three shutouts. 
 Senior: 20 -10 record, 3.12 ERA, 141 strikeouts, three shutouts.  
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Gau re ects back on legendary career
BY raChel Charlton
Staff Reporter
When did you fi rst start playing 
softball? 
I fi rst signed up for little league softball, 
along with every other possible sport. My 
parents had me try pretty much every-
thing imaginable and I played a variety of  
sports until about 13 when I realized soft-
ball was the sport I wanted to focus and 
invest my time in.
How did you make the decision 
to play for Central? 
I made the decision to play for Central 
because I loved the town of  Ellensburg, 
and I liked that it was only a couple hours 
away from home so that my parents could 
come watch me play. I also chose Central 
because my brother played baseball here. 
He was a senior when I was a freshman.
What aspect of  softball do you 
enjoy the most? 
What I love about softball is how 
competitive and challenging the game 
is. I like that each game is different and 
that any team can win on any given day. 
I love the friendships you form with your 
teammates, and the life lessons that can 
be learned such as leadership, working 
together and that sometimes things won’t 
always go your way.
Describe a challenge that you 
had to overcome during your time 
here at Central: 
The transition from my fresh-
man to sophomore season was the 
most challenging t h i n g 
about my career at Central. I went from 
having really great leadership and a great 
pitcher ahead of  me my freshman year, 
to having more or less a rebuilding year 
for the program my sophomore year. My 
sophomore year really defi ned the type of  
career I was going to have at Central as we 
didn’t have a very successful season, but I 
know I battled and tried to keep my team 
in every game. That year was challenging 
but mentally made me a lot stronger.
What is the most challenging as-
pect of  softball? 
The most challenging aspect of  softball 
is to mentally stay positive. Everyone will 
tell you that softball/baseball is a game 
of  failures. Going 3/10 at the plate 
is considered to be a pretty decent 
average. As a pitcher, a team can 
really beat you up in one game, 
and the most challenging part is 
having to forget that game, come 
out the next game and pitch like 
that game never happened. It’s a 
tough skill to acquire, but once you
can learn to stay positive both for yourself, 
and for your teammates, that is when you 
can really fi nd success. This is also what I 
believe I have really improved on over the 
course of  my career at Central.
Who is your motivator or idol? 
My motivator is my teammates. 
Whether it be at practice, in a game or at 6 
a.m. weights. My teammates are the ones 
that pushed me to be better and to keep 
working hard.
Looking back as a senior, what 
are some of  your favorite softball 
memories playing for Central? 
My favorite memories of  my career 
at Central all have to do with the lifelong 
friendships I’ve made with teammates. 
Being a pitcher, we practiced differently 
than the rest of  the team. I loved pull-
ing pranks with my fellow senior pitcher, 
Taryn Smith, on our pitching coach, Mike 
Garoutte. There are a lot of  fun memo-
ries just sitting in the locker room before a 
practice talking about random things with 
all of  my teammates. I know 20 years from 
now when I think back to my four years 
playing at Central, I won’t remember the 
score of  a certain game, but I’ll remember 
how funny and weird all of  my teammates 
and I were.
How has this year’s team com-
pared to years past? What is some-
thing this year’s team has improved 
on as a whole? 
This year’s team was a lot different 
than the past three seasons mainly with 
the amount of  talent we had. It’s tough 
when some of  the most talented players 
don’t see the fi eld as much as they would 
like, but every single person who was in 
that position this year still gave 100 per-
cent at practice, or cheering on our team 
in a game. Whatever their role was this 
year, they worked really hard. We had a 
few very selfl ess players this year who con-
tributed to the success of  this team more 
than I think they realize. I think we also 
learned something from each game, and 
carried it on to the next. We started off  
on a very high note, going 5-0 in our fi rst 
games in Vegas, and had to fi gure out 
how to continue to get better from there. 
As challenging as that was, no other team 
besides this one would have been able to 
do that.
What will you miss the most 
about softball? Why? 
What I will miss most about softball are 
the sounds, the smells, the feeling after a 
big win and the close bonds with team-
mates. I know there will never be another 
experience similar to playing college soft-
ball and it’s hard to realize that.
If  you could give one piece of  
advice to an incoming player what 
would it be? 
I would tell an incoming player to ap-
preciate every moment and opportunity. 
Playing college softball is a huge commit-
ment, but it’s worth every minute of  it. Ev-
eryone will tell you that four years goes so 
fast, and it truly does.  I still can’t believe 
that I will never play another game, and 
that I’m graduating in less than two weeks.
Where do you see yourself  in 10 
years? 
In 10 years, I hope to be an Athletic Di-
rector at a high school, while also coach-
ing softball. I have no idea where, but I am 
excited about the future. 
THE WINDUP  Senior pitcher Maria Gau throws a pitch in an early-season game. 
ALYSSA DARbY/obSERvER
Senior pitcher Maria Gau led the Wildcats to an appearance in the West        
Regional tournament as well as being named the conference’s best pitcher
SOFTBALL
Maria  nished her Central career as the all-time leader in wins, (52) complete 
games, (67) innings pitched (563) and sits at fourth with 422 strikeouts. 
Maria’s Lasting Memory
